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Who here has made a 
map mashup?



Who here has made a mashup that 
includes data-driven animation?

Who here has made a 
map mashup?



Making data-driven animated maps 
is hard, so let’s make it easier!

Making data-driven animations is 
really hard…

…so let’s make it easier!
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Download at:
http://www.nacis.org/CP/CP64/com.zip

.



DC CrimeViz
http://www.geovista.psu.edu/DCcrimeviz/app/



Google Maps
launched
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Google Maps API for 
JavaScript released

Roth/Ross code
library released

new era of mashups ensues 
& there is much rejoicing
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Google Maps API for 
ActionScript released

Google Maps Web Service
an selective history



1. existential change: appearance 
and disappearance (events)
1

Andrienko et al. (2003)

2. changes in spatial properties: movement, 
expansion/contraction, shape change

3. changes in thematic properties: 
changes in the attribute value



1. Setting up the Google  
Maps API for Flash

2. Formatting the CSV File

3. Applying the Code 
Library



Making data-driven animated maps 
is hard, so let’s make it easier!

1. CSVArray.as: A class for ingesting a CSV file at run-time and converting it 
into a usable format

2. Bin.as: A class for partitioning the entries in the CSV file according to an 
attribute, producing a set of bins (i.e., time slices) for the animation

3. AnimatedMap.as: A class for loading the Google Maps map service, setting 
the layout, and instantiating the TemporalControls and TemporalLegend
classes

4. TemporalControls.as: A class for drawing and programming the VCR 
controls and animation ComboBox selection

5. TemporalLegend.as: A class for drawing and programming the interactive 
temporal legend

6. ToolTip.as: A class for generating information windows when rolling over 
the bars in the temporal legend





example
http://www.personal.psu.edu/rer198/example.swf



Links 1. http://www.nacis.org/CP/CP64/com.zip

2. http://www.geovista.psu.edu/DCcrimeviz/

3. http://www.personal.psu.edu/rer198/

Thanks!
Rob


